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AUTHENTICITY WORKSHOP
LAURA GARDNER of the world famous HOWARD FINE ACTING STUDIO is returning
for a two day acting intensive focusing on emotional freedom in the audition, the job, and
in your life. New students are welcome. Returning students will face new challenges.

“Any serious actor would benefit from study with Laura Gardner. She is patient,
knowledgable and direct, while maintaining charm and humor. Do not miss an
opportunity to study with her.” Howard Fine

Saturday January 27
10 am - 4 pm
Group and
individual exercises
to help break
through your
limitations, all in a
challenging yet safe
environment.
Sunday January 28
10 am - 4 pm
Take what you have
discovered into a
role and audition
room.
You will be on
camera on Day 2
$250 includes fees
Class size : 16

Laura Gardner brings with
her a depth of acting and
teaching experience. For
the past eighteen years
Laura has taught actors at
the renowned Howard Fine
Acting Studios in Los
Angeles and Australia.
Laura deals with each
actor as a unique individual
and is able to very quickly
hone in on what that actor
needs in order to grow.
Laura works in a warm yet
very firm way to help her
students discover that
inspiration comes from
within when they are freed
to use their own
experiences, fears and joys
to create an authentic life
on camera and stage.

www.lauragardner.org
LOCATION & INFORMATION
Far Horizon Studio
304 Washington SE
Albuquerque, NM 87108
To register the class or for
more info:

h"p://bit.ly/2Asd3Fd

Beth Riesgraf, LEVERAGE- series regular: “My training with Laura has proven invaluable and has given me a
foundation that I continue to draw from each and every day as a working actor.”
Debrianna Mansini, DRUNKTOWN’S FINEST- “Laura Gardner is the real deal. She allows an actor to grow in a safe
and experiential way. My work with her is always deep and transformative. What a gift to have her in New Mexico!’
Lisa Lucas, Emmy Award winning producer/writer/actor- “Laura’s workshops are all about trusting and enlivening
what’s inside of you to bring your authentic self to your work. Trust me - this is it. For us in NM it’s a rare privilege to
have someone of her caliber and experience.”

